GARMIN

GARMIN D2™ AIR X10 AVIATOR
SMARTWATCH

You’re a pilot. You need aviation in your GPS smartwatch. You also want
to monitor your health plus take calls and send texts from your wrist when
connected with a compatible smartphone.
The D2 Air X10 includes preflight, in-flight and postflight features and
tools to assist pilots in navigation and enhance situational awareness.
Direct-to navigation lets pilots navigate straight to an airport or waypoint
in the preloaded worldwide database directly from the watch, or choose
the Nearest function to activate a direct course to a nearby airport. The
instrument-like horizontal situation indicator (HSI) course needle makes
it easy for pilots to see if the aircraft is left or right of the desired flight
path, and the barometric altimeter can alert them when they’ve reached
their desired altitude. Aviation alerts like time, distance, altitude and a
fuel timer are also available on the D2 Air X10 during flight.
Flight logging is a breeze with the D2 Air X10, which automatically starts
tracking flights on takeoff, then automatically transfers the date, duration,
total flight time and route to the user’s flyGarmin.com logbook. Pilots can
also seamlessly transfer flight plans from the Garmin Pilot app to the D2
Air X10 and view the list of waypoints included in their route when the D2
Air X10 is paired to the app on a compatible smartphone.
Features: • AMOLED touchscreen display keeps you informed at a
glance, even under bright sunlight • Use the worldwide aeronautical
database, moving map and HSI to help navigate — plus the emergency
mode displays information that helps you land in an emergency • Access
aviation weather, including NEXRAD, METARs, MOS2 and TAFs — plus
configure alerts to keep you informed about weather and more • View
airport info, including runway orientation (including wind components1),
lengths and airport frequencies • Utilize the Pulse Ox3 sensor to monitor
blood oxygen levels and the barometric altimeter for altitude alerts
• Battery life up to 11 days in smartwatch mode, up to 24 hours in GPS
with SpO2 mode; battery saver mode option allows user to adjust settings
that have the largest impact on battery life • Connect with the Garmin
Pilot™ app to transfer flight plans to the watch plus log your flights
directly on the watch1 • Find new ways to move with more than 30 builtin indoor and GPS sports apps, including HIIT, running, strength training,
breathwork, cycling, yoga, Pilates, cardio, indoor climbing and many
more • Monitor your health and wellness with the Health Snapshot™
feature, sleep score, respiration tracking, Pulse Ox3, Body Battery™
energy monitoring, hydration tracking, all-day stress tracking and 24/7
heart rate monitoring4 • Download songs and podcasts from your
favorite music providers — including Spotify, Amazon Music and Deezer
— right to your watch, and connect with your wireless headphones for
phone-free listening (storage for up to 650 songs); premium subscription
may be required.
Black.............................................................P/N 11-19096..........$549.99
Ivory..............................................................P/N 11-19095..........$549.99

GARMIN D2 CHARGING
AND DATA CABLE

Complete 2 tasks with 1 cable using our charging/data clip. Connect the
cable to your computer’s USB port to recharge your compatible device
and to transfer data to and from your computer.
Compatibility with Devices:
• D2 Air
• D2 Charlie
• D2 Delta
• D2 Delta PX
• D2 Delta S..................................................P/N 11-18501............$24.95

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice - Valid as of June 3, 2022.

GARMIN D2™ MACH 1
AVIATOR SMARTWATCH

With classic style and a modern AMOLED
touchscreen display, this premium
smartwatch offers advanced tools for
flying — plus health and fitness features
that enhance your pilot life.
GPS aviator smartwatch with classic
pilot watch styling and a bright AMOLED
touchscreen display that offers advanced
tools for flying – plus health and fitness
features – to help pilots and aviation
enthusiasts accelerate their adventures.
With a battery life of up to 11 days, pilots
can rely on the D2 Mach 1 around the
clock to keep tabs on the weather, receive
automatic alerts for changing conditions1, help navigate with the moving
map and horizontal situation indicator (HSI) and so much more. Coupled
with a full suite of health monitoring and activity tracking features, the D2
Mach 1 offers unmatched utility both in and out of the cockpit.
“Whether you’re climbing into the cockpit for a fun weekend flight,
practicing or shooting instrument approaches to minimums or flying
professionally, the new D2 Mach 1 delivers the latest and most
advanced aviation functionality and smartwatch capabilities right to your
fingertips,” said Carl Wolf, Garmin vice president of aviation sales and
marketing. “With its new, sophisticated design, the D2 Mach 1 proves
that professional gear can also be a great statement piece no matter
your destination.”
Titanium Band..............................................P/N 11-19157.......$1,299.00
Leather Band................................................P/N 11-19158.......$1,199.00

GARMIN D2 AIR AVIATOR
SMART WATCH

Featuring a slim and stylish AMOLED
touchscreen, this watch couples a
lightweight feel with powerful features, such
as a built-in wrist-based Pulse Oximeter
for oxygen saturation awareness, Garmin
contactless payment solution, and storage
for music playlists and more. This watch is
designed with pilots and aviation enthusiasts
in mind and is the perfect combination of
functionality and affordability.
The D2 Air features a polished stainlesssteel bezel, a durable 30 mm Corning
Gorilla Glass 3 lens, and a vivid AMOLED
Touchscreen color display. With the smallest, yet brightest, screen in the
D2 series, this watch weighs in at only 1.6 oz. With the ability to change
out the bands for a more customized look, the D2 Air comes with a black
leather band and black silicone band.
There When You Need It – Pre, During, and Post Flight Features
The beautiful AMOLED display brings the watch to life, even in a bright
cockpit. The aviation-themed watch face shows your passion for the sky,
and the always-on mode keeps flight information right at hand. Access
aviation weather, including METARs and TAFs, to see winds, visibility,
barometric pressure and more. View airport information or Navigate
Direct-To a location or waypoint in the worldwide aeronautical database
or activate a path to a nearby airport using the Nearest function. Use the
instrument-like HSI course needle to stay centered on your desired flight
path..............................................................P/N 10-07160..........$499.00

GARMIN GDL® 50 PORTABLE
ADS-B / GPS RECEIVER

Note: For use with the Garmin Pilot App
and other Garmin Portable systems only.
Note 2: GDL 50 can only receive ADS-B
information in the USA. Wirelessly Link to
Weather, Traffic, GPS and More.
Receive subscription-free animated U.S.
datalink weather¹ via ADS-B “In”. ADS-B
“dual-link” traffic with TargetTrend™ and
TerminalTraffic™ technology3. Wireless
connectivity for display on select mobile device apps and Garmin
portables. Compact device with rechargeable battery; designed to sit on
aircraft glareshield. Provides GPS position data, backup attitude and
more.Providing an easy-to-use and completely portable aviation datalink,
the compact GDL 50 ADS-B receiver lets you access the subscriptionfree ADS-B weather and traffic services available in the U.S. — all while
providing GPS position, speed and altitude information as well as backup
attitude reference.
GDL-50.........................................................P/N 11-16232..........$699.00
GDL-50R (Remote) Standard.......................P/N 11-16233..........$799.00
GDL-50R (Remote) Certified........................P/N 11-18239..........$849.00
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